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"Dinos Alive": A Family-Friendly Exhibition
Comes to Los Angeles This Fall. Tickets on
Sale September 22.
The immersive dinosaur experience will transport you back millions of
years.
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Los Angeles, September 21 2021 - Fever, the leading entertainment discovery platform,

announces its next groundbreaking exhibition: Dinos Alive Exhibit: An Immersive Experience.

Welcoming guests of all ages, the exhibit will launch in early December and continue for a

limited time in a Jurassic-themed venue in Los Angeles, California.

Guests will be able to meet and interact with more than 80 famous dinosaur specimens

including the massive T-rex and Stegosaurus and the turkey-sized Velociraptor. With the help

of realistic, life-size installations and moving replicas, Dinos Alive takes you back to the land of

giants and brings you face-to-face with the creatures that dominated the animal world for 140

million years. 
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

In addition to moving animatronics, the exhibit will feature a virtual aquarium where guests

can immerse themselves into the deep sea and experience the Jurassic sea giants in their

natural habitat. Rebuilt in a large and spacious venue, the 75-minute experience brings these

incredible creatures back to life through fun, interactive and educational programs. 

Click here for a teaser of the experience.

From captivating VR technology to spectacular installations, Dinos Alive provides something

for people of all ages and also features an interactive space for children, where they can play the

paleontologist role and tame some iconic dinosaurs. For the perfect family activity, group

discounts are available for purchase. 

Information

Location: 1345 N. Montebello Boulevard, Montebello, California, 90640

Dates: March - June 2022

Tickets: Guests can join the waitlist here to have early access to tickets. Tickets will be released

on September 22 and can be purchased on Fever’s marketplace here with prices starting at $20.

Visuals: Images of the experience can be found here.

About Exhibition Hub

Exhibition Hub has a proven track-record producing more than 70 exhibitions and immersive

edutainment experiences around the world, reaching more than 6 million visitors. Exhibition

Hub delivers edutainment experiences to wide audiences and adapts its productions to the

venue, each time creating an original experience. They offer a spectacular 360° video, light

and music experience and a one of a kind virtual reality experience which complements the

immersive experience.
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